
Chapter 745 

Xu Yudong sneered at Suzi with a ferocious face: “Little b!tch! Don’t say that 

you have been out for so many years and saved some money on selling, and 

you will push your nose and think that you have turned over! Let me tell you! 

Lili’s classmate is a high school. Teacher, that was a graduate of a prestigious 

university, and came back to teach here because she was deserted and 

ignored our family Lili! 

Did you ask her if she got a good ending? ! 

She is just like you now, a prostitute! 

It’s still dark! 

We Lili told her to lick someone, she dare not refuse! 

More obedient than a dog! 

You! 

You dare to bully our family Lili here. 

You see, I won’t take your skin today, or twitch your muscles! “ 

Say yes, Xu Yudong rushed forward and wanted to fight Suzi. 

However, he didn’t even move a step, and was tripped by his son-in-law. 

Xu Yu suddenly knocked a dog to eat shit. 

Liao Fanzhi behind him: “…” 

When Xu Yudong scolded someone, Liao Fanzhi had already carefully looked 

at the people present. 



Liao Fanzhi discovered that all of the attendants present were very good-

looking. 

Either one of them is better than Xu Yudong. Otherwise, how can Xu Yudong 

not participate in this dinner? 

To put it bluntly, Xu Yudong is outdated and relegated to the second line. 

And here, those who watched Xu Haili lying on the ground like a dog but 

didn’t respond at all, all of them were people calling for the wind and rain. 

Liao Fanzhi was already stupid. 

And his husband’s knocked teeth were knocked loose, Xu Yudong became 

more and more angry, he immediately got up, and suddenly slapped the table: 

“Instead of you…” 

Before he finished speaking, Liao Fanzhi covered his mouth. . 

“Stop talking!” Liao Fanzhi said. 

On the ground, Xu Haili, who was still kneeling there, also yelled Xu Yudong 

expectantly: “Dad, are you trying to kill me?” 

Xu Yudong: “…” 

Until this moment, he really took a closer look at the people present. 

These people are all stellar, but all of them are silent. The eyes of these people 

look at Suzi are all respectful. 

None of these people would say a word for her daughter, even his son-in-law 

dare not say a word for his wife. 

Looking at the man sitting in the middle, Xu Yudong didn’t know who the man 

was, but Xu Yudong knew that this must be a problem. 



“This…is it a misunderstanding?” Xu Yudong immediately calmed down. 

He begged and looked at Arron in the middle: “This leader…that…you may 

have misunderstood my daughter. It must be Suzi, a woman telling things. 

Suzi lived in my house when she was a child. In just one week, her heart has 

changed. She has become vain and vain, she has even dropped out of school, 

she still…she still steals…” 

“Surnamed Xu! Can you close your stinky mouth!” Zhang Song, the son-in-law 

next to him, wanted to kick Xu Yudong to death. 

The scolded Suzi was very calm: “Xu Yudong, for so many years, not only did 

your family not apologize to me at all, but do you still turn black and white? 

Even you have admitted that you are forced to be a prostitute from your 

daughter. Is there anything better for you? Explain?” 

Xu Yudong: “…” 

He ignored Suzi and looked at Arron with a sly eye, and he could tell at a 

glance who was there to speak. 

“This leader…” 

Arron calmly said: “I am not a leader, my wife is a leader, and I belong to my 

wife.” 

After speaking, he pointed to Suzi: “This is my wife, the legal wife.” 

Chapter 746 

“Your wife?” Xu Yudong blurted out. 

Liao Fanzhi was frightened. She pointed to Suzi, “She… how could she be your 

wife? She is a poor beggar. She has lived in our house since she was a child. 



She has a head of lice and wears exposed shoes. I washed her hair and 

dressed her beautifully. She actually stole our house…” 

“You are spitting blood! Your whole family can’t die!” At this moment, a sharp 

and miserable voice suddenly came from outside the box. 

Everyone looked outside. 

Standing outside is the high school teacher. 

“You…” At this moment, Xu Haili, who was kneeling and crawling, turned and 

looked at the door: “Hu Xiaomeng, how dare you step on me at this time?” 

Hu Xiaomeng sneered fiercely: “Bah! Xu Haili, I wish I could swallow you alive! 

My biggest wish in this life is to die for Xu Haili’s family!” 

Xu Haili: “…” 

Hu Xiaomeng suddenly changed into tears: “Xu Yudong, Liao Fanzhi, do you 

know why I sent you this picture? Do you know how I knew your daughter was 

kneeling here?” 

She turned around and pulled the waitress next to her: “This is my cousin! My 

cousin told me that my chance for revenge is here. She sent me the picture, 

and I forwarded it to your couple. Yes, I just want to I will irritate you and let 

you bring it to the door yourself! I just want you to know that I am not capable 

of resisting, but some people will clean up you, and some will walk the way for 

the sky!” 

As long as the words were necessary, Hu Xiaomeng looked at Suzi and Arron. 

“Ms. Fu, Miss Shen.” Hu Xiaomeng shed tears: “I’ve seen your official blog on 

the Internet. Fu is always a good man. Miss Shen really envied you for finding 

this good home. I often do things when you were twelve years old. Listen to 

Xu Haili. 



Obviously you are lucky, but I am not so lucky. 

I was at the same table with Xu Haili in junior high school. 

She always has to copy my homework, I don’t give it to her, she has a grudge. 

She stopped studying until she finished junior high school. 

I was admitted to the high school and then to the Normal University, and 

when I saw the bustling world outside, I wanted to come back to benefit my 

hometown and teach and educate people. 

I teach in our best high school. 

Unfortunately, I was found by Xu Haili again. 

She lied to me to tell me about the old days and asked me to come out to eat 

together. As a result, I was put to sleep. 

She also took a lot of indecent photos of me. From then on, as long as she has 

a human relationship to cling to, she will use me to contribute to those 

people. 

I know I am a senior teacher, but in fact, I am a lowly prostitute who can no 

longer be lowly. 

She has an indecent picture of me, I dare not tell me and I have no ability to 

take revenge. 

I know I shouldn’t pin my hopes on you. 

I just want you to know about this, the Xu family and the whole family are all 

people who should be cramped! “ 

After speaking, Hu Xiaomeng cried silently. 



Her cousin next to her has been soothing her. 

At this time, Suzi walked over with a sad expression on her face, and she 

patted Hu Xiaomeng on the shoulder: “Don’t cry, you have to be strong, it’s 

not your fault, she will definitely not bully you again in the future, you In the 

future, he will still be a senior teacher respected by everyone.” 

Sure enough, Suzi also took the initiative to hug Hu Xiaomeng. 

“Thank you, Miss Shen.” Hu Xiaomeng said sincerely. 

Suzi: “Live well!” 

“Hmm!” 

Suzi led Hu Xiaomeng over and sat in the VIP table before looking at Xu 

Yudong and Liao Fanzhi again. 

“Daddy Xu and Mother Xu.” Suzi still used the address he used to Xu Yudong 

and Liao Fanzhi when he was twelve: “When I was very young, I didn’t 

understand why I went to your house for the first time, so I succumbed to Xu’s 

mother. Slap. 

At that time, I thought to myself, I was a rural child, although the clothes I 

wore were very old and my shoes were worn out, but I was very clean. There 

was no bad smell on my head and my clothes were clean. But why does Xu’s 

mother dislike me? 

Later, when I grew up, I understood that it turned out that Mother Xu beat me 

because I was too clean and because I had no lice on my head, because I was 

not as bad as a rural child she imagined. 

Also, the time you kicked me, the time that you kicked my three ribs off…” 

 


